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ST. JOSEPH’S SR.SEC.SCHOOL 

ACADEMIC SESSION (2023-24) 

CLASS – 5 (A,B,C) 
“A Break is an essential part in everyone’s life. As a break, summer 

vacations are the most awaited event in every student’s life. Students get a 

relieving time for their physical and mental health. But it is also wise to 

spend these days in preparing our academic studies also.” 
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 ENGLISH :- 

1) Paragraph Writing:  You are in a place where there are no electric gadgets. You have no 

friends or books. “What would you do to keep yourself occupied for the whole day”? Write a 

short paragraph on this in your English Literature notebook. 

2) Read the following comprehensions from SRIJAN Comprehension book and do all the 

exercises related to it in the book itself.  

 Chapter 1- A young storyteller 

 Chapter 2 - Life of Eskimos  

3) Grammar: On an Art sheet/file sheet make charts on the following: 

 Chapter-7 The Noun: Number (How to form Plurals as given on page no.28,29)  

  Chapter-8 The Noun: Gender (Formation of Feminine of Nouns as given on page 

no.34,35) 

 

 HINDI :- 
                                              औ                                 लिखें| 

     कार्य                                      (           27)| 

                                            करें| 
 

        MATHEMATICS :- 
 Revise chapter 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in rough copy. 

 Rapid fire : Do pages 4 to 16 

 Learn and write multiplication tables from 11 to 20 in maths copy. 

 

 SCIENCE:- 

Do Science Holiday homework in a file and mention your name, class-section, roll number 

on the cover page. 

 
 ROLL NO (1 – 26) : 

Explain monocot and dicot seeds .Collect 3-3 samples of each type in a small zip 

pouch and stick these pouch on the art sheet by making two columns. Column A( 

Monocot seeds) ;Column B( Dicot seeds). Write the name of each seed. 

 

 ROLL NO (27 – LAST ROLL NUMBER) : 

Explain the term dispersal of seeds and the various mechanism of dispersion of 

seeds on a common sheet . Collect 2-2 samples of each mode of seed dispersal in a 

small zip pouch and stick the plastic zip pouch on the art sheet. 

 SOCIAL STUDIES:- 



1) Draw a table showing the different colours used on maps to represent the physical features( Pg 

11) 

2) Draw diagrams showing Land breeze and Sea breeze ( Pg 18) 

3) Draw the diagram showing the different heat zones.( Pg 16) 

4) Write names of two states for each type of landforms i.e  Mountains, Plateaus, Plains, Deserts 

and Coastal plains and paste the pictures for each landform.  

Do all the activities in SST Copy 

 Learn and prepare chapter 3 and 4 done in the class. 

 SANSKRIT:- 

*           10        (    )     नाम                                                 

* '    '                                         

* '   ' (    )                                               
 COMPUTER:- 

Make a collage on different types of calculating devices by collecting pictures from the 

Internet  and magazine in your computer copy. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


